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We examined 2-D heterogeneous structure in the eastern Hokkaido region, using the 
S-wave coda amplification factor (CAF) with seismic strong-motion data of Kyoshin Net 
(K-NET). CAF is defined as the spectral ratio of coda waves among different stations after 
corrections for source, site, and overall propagation (i.e., cada-Q) effects. Confirming that 
cada-Q values are nearly independent of both source and station, the site effect at each 
station was estimated by the coda-normalization method. The source effect was removed by 
taking the spectral ratio of S-wave coda among stations for each earthquake. We evaluat
ed the CAF value of each source-station pair for three components, using 95 seismograms for 
five local earthquakes recorded at 21 stations of K-NET. A map of CAF values at the 
frequency band of 16 Hz shows a systematic variation, implying that heterogeneities are 
concentrated at the central area (Shibeccha) in the eastern Hokkaido region, manifested 
locally as a large degree of scattering. 

I. Introduction 

Understanding of small-scale heterogeneous structures in the crust is an essential key 

aspect in modern seismology since the pioneering work of Aki (1969). Since the density and 

scale of regional seismic observations have been improved significantly for the last decade, 

many studies have recently revealed heterogeneous structures not only in subduction zones 

(Revenaugh, 1995) but also at active fault zones (Nishigami, 2000) and volcanoes (AId and 

Ferrazzini, 2000). 

Aki and Ferrazzini (2000) found a small area with systematically large amplitude of coda 

waves at the summit of the Piton de la Fournaise, using the spectral amplitude of coda waves 

for earthquakes occurred beneath the summit. They suggested that this anomalous amplifi

cation of coda wave can be attributed to the trapped waves in the fluid-solid system of the 
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Piton de la Fournaise. 

In the present study, we used seismograms for 13 earthquakes recorded at 21 strong

motion stations of the Kyoshin Net (K-NET) in eastern Hokkaido which was deployed all 

over Japan (Okada et at., 2004), in order to examine a 2-D spatial variation of S-wave coda 

amplification factors (CAF), based on the coda spectral analysis. CAF is defined as the 

spectral amplitude ratio of coda waves among different stations after correcting the site 

amplification factor beneath each station as well as source and path terms (Taira and 

Y omogida, 2003). 

II. Data and Method 

To investigate a 2-D heterogeneous structure in the eastern Hokkaido region, we 

selected 13 earthquakes around the region in this study (Fig. 1). These earthquakes were 

recorded by the K-NET stations. The K-NET is a network of strong-motion accelerometers 

with 100 Hz sampling frequency. We analyzed seismograms in six frequency bands centered 

at 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 Hz with a band width of one-fourth of its centered frequency. 

As mentioned in Introduction, we need to correct the site amplification factor of each 

station before evaluating its CAF. The earthquakes used in this study were divided into 

two data sets based on their epicentral distances (Table 1). The first data set contains eight 

regional earthquakes with epicentral distances equal or greater than 50 km. On the other 

hands, the second one includes five local earthquakes with epicentral distances less than 50 

km. The first and second data sets were used to estimate the site amplification factors and 

the CAFs of all the stations, respectively. 
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grams for the regional and local earthquakes. 

We analyzed an S -wave coda part with lapse 

time greater than twice the corresponding 

direct S -wave travel times. The time win

dow of the coda part to be analyzed was 

either 20.48 or 10.24 sec. To estimate both 

• K-NET Station *" Regional Earthquake * Local Earthquake 

Fig. 1. Map view of K-NET stations (solid 
circles), and epicenters for regional (open 
stars) and local (solid stars) earthquakes 
used in this study. 
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Table 1. Hypocentral parameters for regional and local earthquakes determined by the Japan 
Meteorological Agency. 

Data Time+ Latitude Longitude Depth (km) Magnitude* 

(MM/DD/YY) (degree) (degree) 

Regional Earthquakes 

02/11/97 07:57:14.09 42.6590N 144.5815E 67.42 5.0 

03/15/97 13:54:33.41 42.8435 N 144.6593 E 72.83 4.2 

07/01/97 12:40:08.64 42.6458 N 144.6515 E 72.52 5.1 

11/15/97 16:05:17.15 43.6567 N 145.1135 E 154.956.1 

01/03/98 03:19:56.37 42.9537 N 145.4370 E 49.56 5.0 

04/09/98 14:29:31.67 42.8008 N 144.9902 E 48.32 5.0 

11/15/00 23:19:30.20 42.7703 N 144.5603 E 54.88 4.5 

06/07/04 13:14:14.95 42.5417 N 144.4313 E 77.76 4.9 

Local Earthquakes 

12/22/96 10:09:09.92 43.0977 N 

06/15/97 13:54:16.92 42.9785 N 

11/06/97 05:04:37.93 43.0498 N 

06/15/99 17:13:39.94 43.0807 N 

04/29/03 20:43:21.64 43.0003 N 

+]apan Standard Time 
*]apan Meteorological Agency Magnitude 

site amplification factor and CAF reliably, 

we limited our analysis to seismograms with 

signal-to-noise ratio greater than 2. In this 

study, the signal-to-noise ratio was evaluated 

by the spectral ratio of the S -wave coda to 

noise part. The noise part was defined as a 

waveform before the direct P-wave of each 

seismogram, and its time window was 5.12 or 

2.56 sec. 

The S -wave coda spectral analysis used 

in this study was same as the one used in 

Taira and Y omogida (2003). Both the site 

amplification factor and the CAF at each 

station were evaluated by this spectral analy

sis. Note that although we do not mention 

the component of seismograms in the follow-
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Fig. 2. An example of accelerograms for (a) 
regional and (b) local earthquakes in the 
transverse component recorded at HKD068 
station. Dashed lines indicate the direct 
S-wave arrivals, and the analyzed S-wave 
coda parts are represented by gray shaded 
rectangles. 

ing formulae, we estimated the overall propagation (i.e., cada-Q) effect, site amplification 

factor, and CAF in each component separately (vertical, radial, and transverse). 

Assuming the single isotropic scattering model (e.g., Sato and Fehler, 1988), the time (t) 

and frequency (f) dependent spectral amplitude of coda wave, Aij, for the i-th source at the 
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j - th station can be expressed by 

Ail, t) = S;(/)' Gil)' CuC/, t) (1) 

where Si(j) and Gil) are the i- th source term and the j - th station term, respectively. 

Cij(j, t) represents the path term for the ij- th source-station pair related to the coda decay 

curve. Assuming the single backward scattering model (Aki and Chouet, 1975), C;il, t) can 

be expressed by 

where QC is the quality factor of coda waves or coda-Q. 

The frequency-dependent site amplification factor at each station was estimated by the 

coda-normalization method (Philips and Aki, 1986; Sato and Fehler, 1998). We first checked 

the stability of coda-Q averaged over all the S-wave coda in the eastern Hokkaido region, 

because the coda-normalization method to estimate site amplification factors requires that 

coda-Q is independent of source-station pairs. Using the eight regional earthquakes of Fig. 

1, the coda-Q of each source-station pair was evaluated by a maximum likelihood method 

(Takahara and Y omogida, 1992). 

Fig. 3 shows the coda-Q inverse of the -1 ,....,..,.,..-_~~~~,--~~,...., 

three-component, averaged over all the 

regional earthquakes as well as stations, with 

its standard deviation. As shown in Fig. 3, 

coda-Q values are nearly the same among 

components except at the 1 Hz band. In 

addition, this figure indicates that coda-Q, 

that is, the path term Cij(j, t) of equation (2) 

is independent of locations of not only 

regional earthquakes but also stations, that 

is, C;j(j, t) ~ C (j, t) where C (j, t) repre-

sents the average of the path terms over all 

the regional earthquake and station pairs. 

We then evaluated the site amplification 
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Fig. 3. Coda Q inverse values of three compo
nents in the six frequency bands (1, 2, 4, 8, 
16, and 32 Hz), averaged over all regional 
earthquakes and 21 K-NET stations, and 
their standard deviations. 

factor at each station, by applying the coda-normalization method. The site amplification 

factor was determined as the spectral ratio of Au for the i- th source at the j -th station to 

the averaged spectral amplitude of coda wave, )i;, over all the stations: 
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Aij(j, t) 
A(j, t) 

S;(/)· Gj(j)· Cij(j, t) ~ Gil.) 
S;(f)· G(j)· C(j, t) C(j) 

RSAFuC/) , (3) 

where C(j) is the average of all the station terms. The spectral ratio in equation (3) 

indicates the relative station term of the j-th station. Note that the source term Si(j) is 

assumed to be isotropic, which may be valid because we used relatively late parts of S-wave 

coda, as shown in Fig. 2 (e.g., Sato and Fehler, 1998). We calculated the averaged value of 

RSAF at each station, using the eight regional earthquakes, and then defined the site 

amplification factor at each station as its averaged value of RSAF: 

1 N 
RSAFil)= N~RSAFij(j) (4) 

where N is the number of the regional earthquakes. 

We finally extended the coda-normalization method to the observed seismograms, in 

order to examine anomalous amplification of coda wave, calling it "coda amplification factor 

(CAF)". CAF was defined as the spectral ratio of coda wave at the j - th station to the 

averaged spectral amplitude of coda wave, iL, over all the stations for a given a-th local 

earthquake, using the corresponding site amplification factor obtained in equation (4): 

So(j)· Coil, t) 
So(j)· Co(j, t) 

(5) 

where So(j) indicates the source term of the a- th local earthquake. Note that we assumed 

that the fluctuation of coda wave amplitude is the common within the S -wave coda part to 

be analyzed among stations. The second right of equation (5), therefore, becomes indepen

dent of time. The CAF value means a strength of small-scale heterogeneities in the region 

corresponded with the isochrone of the coda wave for a given source-station pair. While Cij 

in equation (3) for regional earthquakes are same for all the sources and stations, COj in 

equation (5) for local earthquakes vary from station to station. We assumed that the former 

sample sufficiently large areas of heterogeneities while the latter reflect the localized 

heterogeneities in an area including each source and station. 

III. Results and Discussion 

Fig. 4 shows the distributions of the site amplification factors in the low (2 Hz) and high 

(16 Hz) frequency bands. Since the estimated site amplification factor at each station seems 

to be independent of the signal component, this figure shows the site amplification factors in 

the transverse component. Note that we only plotted the RSAF values that satisfied the 

following criteria: (1) its standard deviation less than 0.5 in log scale and (2) RSAF value 

estimated by data for at least two source-station pairs. 
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In the low frequency band, the site 

amplification factors obtained in this 

study strongly depend on the surface 

geology beneath their stations. 

RSAF values are larger than the aver

age at the stations located on Quater

nary sediment (e.g., HKD084, HKD085, 

and HKD086). On the other hands, 

RSAF values at basement rock (e.g., 

HKD072, HKD075, and HKD087) are 

small in general. For example, the 

RSAF values of HKD086 (Quaternary 

sediment site) and HKD087 (basement 

rock site) are about 2.5 and 0.2 times 

the averaged value at the 2 Hz band, 

respectively. Based on the observed 

S -wave coda, Philips and Aki (1986) 

determined the site amplification fac

tors in central California, using a sto

chastic inversion method. They 

showed that the obtained site amplifi

cation factors at the 1.5 Hz band are 

mainly attributed to surface geology. 
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Fig. 4. Site amplification factors at K-NET 
stations in the transverse component at the 
(a) 2 and (b) 16 Hz bands. The value of 
site amplification factors in log scale is 
shown by the size, as shown in the right 
bottom of each panel. 

In the high frequency band, the spatial variation of site amplification factors is quite 

different from the above case. The most obvious difference can be seen in the N emuro 

region (HKD073 and HKD074) where RSAF values tend to increase with frequency, for 

example, the RSAF values of HKD074 at the 16 Hz band is 1.7. In contrast, at Quaternary 

sedimentary sites, RSAF values became small (0.7 times at HKD086). RSAF values at 

basement rock sites remain small (0.4 times at HKD087). 

Fig. 5a shows the 2-D spatial distribution of the averaged CAF values at the 16 Hz band 

for the five regional earthquakes. We plotted the CAF values that satisfied the same 

criteria as RSAF for standard deviation of CAFs and number of source-station pairs, as 

mentioned above. At the central area in the eastern Hokkaido region, the CAF values at 

HKD068, HKD079, and HKD083 are larger than the averaged value at the 16 Hz band, as 

shown in Fig. 5a. For example, the CAF value of HKD068 is 7.4 times the averaged value. 
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Fig. 5. Spatial variations of CAF values at the 16 Hz band in the transverse component. (a) The 
CAF values averaged over all local earthquakes; (b), (c), and (d) CAF values for one specific 
regional earthquake only. The event id is shown in the upper of the panel (b), (c), and (d). 
Also shown are the epicenters of the regional earthquakes (solid stars) on these three panels. 
The value of CAF in log scale is shown by the size, as shown in the right bottom of each 
panel. 

This result suggests that small-scale heterogeneities in the eastern Hokkaido region should 

be far from random distributed ideally random. 

Figs. 5b, 5c, and 5d show the estimated the maps of CAFs values for three specific local 

earthquakes. As shown in these three figures, the CAF values at the three stations 

(HKD068, HKD079, and HKD083) are relatively large regardless of local earthquake loca

tions, which implies the large CAF values are mainly attributed to the small-scale heter

ogeneities beneath these stations rather than that near the earthquakes. Assuming the 

shear-wave velocity to be 4.0 km/sec (Suzuki et at., 1988), the size order of the heterogeneities 

is around 80 m, based on the maximum scattering strength to be kd~2 (Yomogida et at., 

1997), where k and d indicate the wavenumber of the S-wave coda and the size of the 

heterogeneities, respectively. 
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IV. Summary 

We investigated the spatial variations of site amplification factors and small-scale 

heterogeneities in the eastern Hokkaido region, based on the S-wave coda spectral analysis 

of K-NET data. We obtained the following major results: 

1. Site amplification factors at the 2 Hz band show strong dependency on surface 

geology, for example, the site amplification factors at basement rock sites are small while 

large at Quaternary sedimentary sites. On the other hands, the spatial variation of the site 

amplification factors at the 16 Hz band differs from that at the 2 Hz band, particularly the 

Nemuro region where there is a trend of the site amplification factor increasing as a function 

of frequency. 

2. We found the systematic variation of the CAF values at the 16 Hz band. The CAF 

values in the central area of the studied region are relatively large independently of earth

quake locations. This result implies the existence of localized small-scale heterogeneities 

around this area. The size order of the heterogeneities is estimated to be 80 m, assuming the 

shear-wave velocity to be 4.0 km/sec. 
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